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WORD FROM THE PUBLISHER 
 

 

 

Dear Respected Librarians & Book Distributors, 

 
Scansom Publishers is the leading publisher and distribu-

tor in Somali language materials. It is a great pleasure to 
provide you with our new 2014-2015 Catalogue. This 

catalogue is very comprehensive as it contains over a 
250 different titles of Somali books, bi-lingual books,  

audio books, books in the form of DVDs, and Somali  
music & poetry. We distribute a diverse selection of   

materials from authors and publishers all over the world, 
along with our own publications. We also provide books 

in many other African languages such as: 

 Amharic 

 Tigrinya 

 Swahili 

And other Asian languages as well. 

 
For the past 19 years, our clientele, mainly the public libraries in Scandinavia, UK, 

Canada, and the US, have relied on us as their leading provider of Somali and   
other African language materials. With our extensive experience in the market 

place, we have the expertise to help you with your needs in selecting the most   
relevant and current materials available. If you have any questions, feel free to    

contact us or visit our website at www.scansom.com. We thank you for your     
support of Scansom Publishers, and the trust that you have placed in our hands to 

enrich your multicultural materials. We hope that this catalogue will be of great 
help to you and your institutions. 

 
 

Mohammed Sh. Hassan 

President/Publisher 
 

March, 2015 

http://www.scansom.com/
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New Releases in 2015 
 
QAAMUUSKA ILAYS-  ILAYS               
DICTIONARY 
SOMALI- ARABIC & ARABICSOMALI 
This newly published ( 2015) bilingual           
Dictionary  which is recently produced (by Scan-
som Publishers contains more than 50 thousand 
words of  Somali & Arabic. It is by far the most 
advanced ever published  Somali-Arabic  & Arabic-Somali Dictionary.      The book  which is a 
Hard cover contains over 880 pages. 
ISBN : 978-91-85945-45-0 ( hard Cover) 
Author: Cabduraxmaan Cabdullahi Barre ( Shine) 
Price: Sek 499:-, Published by Scansom in 2015, 1st Edition 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SAHAN- RECONNAISSANCE (Fiction) 
This newly published Fiction Novel recently  by Scansom Publishers is a  
thrilling novel full of  joy and grief  as well as ups and down. 
ISBN : 978-91-85945-53-5  
Author:  Abdullahi Noor Hassan 
Price: Sek 179:- 
Published  by Scansom in 2015, 1st Edition 
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Silsiladii Hurgumo (Miinley) 
Iyo Maansooyinkii Khaliif  Shiikh Maxamuud  
This is  one  the most popular chain poems             
participated by more than 10-15 different poets       
between 1978-1982. It contains more than 50-60     
poems.   Khalif   conducted most of  the poems.    
The  poet was a modest and humble young man, not 
keen at talking at all, when he was among his friends, 
but always attentive, a rather reserved and even shy. 

The author was the poet of  the century. 
ISBN : 978-91-85945-52-8 
Author: Shaafici Xasan Maxamed 
Price: Sek 249:- 
Published by Scansom in 2015, 1st Edition 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Diiwaanka Gabayada Soomaaliyeed      
Caddadka Saddexaad- Daabacaadda 2aad 

A collection of  Somali poems Volume Three-
2nd Edition 
The book contains over 60+ different selected 
poems from many well known Somali poets for 
the past century. This is an   updated and         
increased ,  2nd edition version published in 2015. 
The book was originally published in 1999. 
ISBN : 978-91-85945-46-7 
Author: Mohammed Sh. Hassan 
Price: Sek 235:- 
Published by Scansom in 2015, 2nd updated Edition 
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Diiwaanka Gabayda Soomaaliyeed Caddadka 
Shanaad-daabaacaadda 2aad-  A collection of  
Somali poems Volume Five- 2nd Edition 
The book contains over 65+ different selected 
poems from  over 35 best known Somali poets   
for the  past one hundred years. This an updated 
and increased ,  2nd edition version published in 
2015. The book was originally published in 2005. 
ISBN : 978-91-85945-50-4 
 
 

Author: Mohammed Sh. Hassan 
Price: Sek 235:- 
Published by Scansom in 2015, 2nd updated  Edition 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Khuraafaad waa Kharaab              
Bulshadeed (A fiction book) 

This is one of  the very few publications ever 
written about the  superstitious  and beliefs  
and practices common in different Somali re-
gions. In the inter-Riverine regions many fake 
experts claim that they can directly communi-
cate with the crocodiles and thus can translate 
their language. While many others claim they 
can talk to the devils and heal many people run over by the devils. The book address many of  
these fake practices and their effect in the society. 

ISBN : 978-91-85945-54-2 
Author: Mohammed Hareed 
Price: Sek 235:- 

Published by Scansom in 2015, 1st Edition 
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Diiwaanka Maansooyinkii Abshir     
Bacadle (The poetry of  Abshir    
Bacadle).  Late Abshir Bacadle was one of  the 

leading Somali poets in the 21st century. He will be 
greatly  remembered in his entire collection of  poems    
during this difficult period of  time ( the Somali civil 
war). Abshir Ba’adle was one of  the great and prolific 
Somali poets of  his time. His poems were mostly on 
the Islamic faith, the civil war in Somalia, reconcilia-
tion, natural disasters such as famine, and the rights 
of  women and the poor. He left behind a wealth of     

material that will benefit generations to come. Many poems  were conducted for the        
benefit of  Zamzam, a young female imprisoned in Hargeisa, and a chain of  poems were 
written about her case when Abshir Bacadle shed light on her case. She was finally released.  

ISBN : 978-91-85945-51-11, Published by Scansom in 2015, 1at Edition 
Author:  Mohammed Hussien Moallin 

Price: Sek 249:- 

 
 
 
 
 
Qaayaha Qisada iyo Kobcinta Kartida 

Subject: Wisdom  and mixed stories and 
folktales from a wide spectrum of  life. 
ISBN 978-91-8545-52- 
Author: Ahmed Abudllahi 
Published in 2015, 1st Edition 
  Price:  Sek 179:- 
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Cawo-Dhalad; This is a collection of  
short stories conducted by the author 
in Sweden. Some of  the stories     
highlight the  cultural shock between 
the two      cultures. It touches many 
issues that faces the community in the 
diaspora at large. The author presents 
many of  these issues in a fiction 
form. Very interesting stories covering   
different  topics. 
 
 

Author: Muuse Maxamamuud Ciise (Dalmar) 
Price: Sek 179:- 
Published in 2014, 1st Edition 

 

 

 

 

 
Cilmi-Boodhari Caashiqiisii: This an autobiography book about the 

"Cilmi Ismaaciil Liibaan (better known as Boodhari) the most famous true love story that 
took place in in the 1930s in Berbera, He was in his thirties when he fell head over heels in 
love with Hodon, a teenage girl whose parents were opposed to a relationship between the 
two due to the difference in age and social class; he worked in a bakery and she belonged to 
one of  the richest families in the area. Hugely burdened and dismayed by the unrequited love, 
Boodhari composed numerous poems and songs about this forbidden love. Hodon eventual-
ly got married  to another man and  he finally committed a suicide. All the songs and poems 
that he conducted are collected in this book.  
ISBN 978-91-982116-0-3 
Author: Maxamad Xirsi Guuleed ( Abdibashir) 
Price: Sek 179:- 
Published in 2014, 1st Edition 
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Xisaabta Dugsiyada hoose (Mathematics for 
Elementary Schools) 
ISBN: 978-91-85-945-344 
Author: Maxamad Xareed Cali 
Published  in 2015. Over 240 pages, 1st Edition 
Price: Sek 249:- 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Laba Midable ( Dual Personality) 

Subject:  The Somali Personality. The  
book is one of  the very few publications  
ever written about the Somali personality. 
The author sheds some light on the Somali 
double faced 
personality when confronting major issues 
such as:  
- Peace 
- Justice and equality 
- Governance 
- Tribal Issues and  
- Many other Major issues. 
The Author concludes that many Somalis have double personality. T 
he  sayings and the deeds should not necessarily  be the same. 
ISBN 978-91-87223181 
Author: Suldaan Maxamad Suldaan Ibraahim (Garyare) 
Published in 2015, 1st Edition 
Price: Sek 235:- 
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Deeq Xubin  
(Organ Donation) 

This is a children and teens 
book. It highlights the         
importance of organ        
donations. Bilan is a girl at 
the age of 13 years . Her life 
is is danger if she did not 
get a donated kidney in a 
short time. Read the drama 

about her struggle of survival. 
ISBN  978-91-85945-90-0 

Author: Mohammed SH. Hassan Illustrations by: 

Mohamoud Dirios 

The book is a hardcover one which contains 40 full color 

pages printed by scansom in May 2014  

Price Sek: 185:- 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fruits & Vegetables (Khudaar ) 

This is a bilingual children book ( Somali-English) in which 

the names and the pictures of  the most commonly used 

fruits in the world are collected in this book. 
 
ISBN  978-91-85945-93-1 
Author: Idil Hassan 

The book is a hardcover one which contains 28 full color 

pages printed by scansom in May 2014  

Price Sek: 169:- 
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Higgaad Buugga 3aad (Alif 

Wax Ma Leh- (Alphabetics) 

This is an illustrated bilingual (English-

Somali) children’s book about The Somali 

Alphabetics and phonetics. Many of the il-

lustrations in the book are items used by 

the Somali Nomadic people. 
 
ISBN  978-91-85945-96-2 

Author: Nasra Sh. Hassan 

Illustrations by: Mohamoud Jama Hirsi. The book is a 

hardcover one which contains 36 full color pages print-

ed by scansom in May 2014 ( Just released) 

Price Sek: 169:- 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Alif La Kordhabay 

(Alphabetics & Somali Phonetics) 

This is an illustrated bilingual  children book about the TheSomali Alphabetics and           

phonetics. The illustrations are extremely beautiful and most of 

them do have cultural relevance that highlight the Nomadicas well as the urban culture          

of the Somali people over the past decades. 

ISBN  978-91-85945-98-6 

Author: Mohamoud Dirios Illustrations by: Mohamoud Dirios 

The book is a hardcover one whichcontains 30 full color pages 

printed by scansom in May 2014  

Price Sek: 179:- 
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Alif La Kordhabay 

(Alphabetics & Somali Phonetics) 

This is an illustrated bilingual  children book about 

the TheSomali Alphabetics and phonetics. 

The illustrations are extremely beautiful and most 

of them do have cultural relevance that highlight 

the Nomadicas well as the urban culture of the So-

mali people over the past decades. 

ISBN  978-91-85945-98-6 

Author: Mohamoud Dirios Illustrations by:       

Mohamoud Dirios 

The book is a hardcover one whichcontains 30 full 

color pages printed by scansom in May 2014  

Price Sek: 179:- 
 

 

 

Saboolkii Naxariista Badnaa  (The Poor Kind Man) 

This is a children and teens  folktale. It is a It is about a poor man who made his daily 

bread on selling a charcoal that he brings on a daily basis from the bush. Despite his mis-

erable and harsh life, he was very kind and a good man. If he meets animals or    people 

who needs his help he was always there for them. ? Follow this dramatic story which  de-

serves to be read over and over again.... 

ISBN 978-91-85945-91-7 

 

Author: Mohammed SH. Hassan Illustrations by: Gadhle Arts 

The book is a Soft cover one which contains 28 full color pages printed by scansom in 

May 2014. Price Sek 169:- 
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Ciyaaraha Hiddaha lyo (Dhaqanka Soomaaliyeed) 

(Somali Folk Dances) 

A bilingual book  ( Somali- English) 

 

ISBN 978-91-85945-93-1 

Author: Abdullahi A. Ahmed 

The book is a hardcover one which contains 123 full 

color pages printed by scansom in May 2014  

Price Sek: 225:- 
 

 

Primarily, this book intends to give those who are unfamiliar with 

Somali folk dances, a preliminary over-all view of the dance tradi-

tions of Somalia. An attempt is made in this publication to depict 

the dance traditions of Somalia in broad terms, supplementing the 

verbal portrayal with illustrations and photographs wherever pos-

sible. Far from being scholastic, the approach has been in the na-

ture of an introduction to a subject at once fascinating and is 

meant for the layman. Being part and parcel of the every day life 

of the Somali people, folk dances is handed down from generation 

to generation. Thus, folk dances of Somalia unfold bewildering 

varieties of styles, rhythms, colors, choreography, costumes, 

movements and songs. The subject matter has also been restricted 

to the discussion of items of traditional recreational folk dance 

which a casual visitor to Somalia is likely to encounter at any nor-

mal performance on a modern stage in contemporary Somalia. An 

attempt has also been made  to give an outline of the original 

sources, mainly recreational, from which such items derive inspi-

ration. Finally, the author’s crucial aim is to create an atmosphere 

of awareness to 

show that we still have an enduring ancient folk dance and cul-

ture. A great book with beautiful illustrations to be read over and 

over again. Indeed a fascinating and great contribution in this new 

and untapped field. 

 

Amran Iyo Abshir (Amran and Abshir) 

This is a  bilingual children and teens  folktale ( English-Somali) 

Amran and Abshir had been married for six moons and their love 

blossomed like the lovely roses which bloom and bloom in the 

spring . Lately, though, Amran feared the bloom was diminishing. 

Amran noticed when he spoke to her, his eyes were absent, and 

sometimes his tone was impatient. She dreaded the fearful journey 

from ardor and joyful passion to indifference or worse.―What will 

come next?‖ she asked herself.  

Follow this dramatic story which ends in a tragedy....  

ISBN 978-91-85945-92-4 

Retold and illustrated by: Janet Curiel 

The book is a Soft cover one which contains 28 full color pages 

printed by scansom in May 2014, Price Sek: 169:- 
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Himiladaada Hano ( How to Achieve your goals).  

 

Himiladaada Hano is a book filled with simple and easy ways of 

how to set your goals and helpful techniques in successfully achiev-

ing them.  This book contains several tips for smart goal setting as 

well as concrete successful examples and document experiences of 

others. This book is also filled with encouraging wisdoms and 

quotes from the likes of    Gandhi, Napoleaon Hill, Imam shafici, 

Thomas Edison and many other. (New) 

Author: Maxamad Ismaaciil Maxamad ( Siibad) 

ISBN: 978-0-9886918-1-0 

Published in  the US 2013  

Price: Sek 185:- 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Kobocii Islaamiyiinta Soomaaliya ( 1952-2002) 

A well documented historical perspective of the Islamic  organisations 

in Somalia from 1952-2002. The author  highlights the rise and falls 

faced by the organisations for over a half century. 

Author: Cabdishakuur Mire Aadam 

ISBN: 978-0-9549555-8-8 

Published in  2013  

Price: Sek 199:- 
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LITERATURE (Poetry, Songs & Proverbs) 

Diiwaanka Maansooyinkii Abshir  Bacadle (The 

poetry of Abshir  Bacadle).  Late Abshir Bacadle was 

one of the leading Somali poets in the 21st century. He 

will be greatly remembered in his entire collection of 

poems during this difficult period of time ( the Somali 

civil war). Abshir Ba’adle was one of the great and 

prolific Somali poets of his time. His poems were 

mostly on the Islamic faith, the civil war in Somalia, 

reconciliation, natural disasters such as famine, and the 

rights of women and the poor. He left behind a wealth 

of material that will benefit generations to come. Many 

poems  were conducted for the benefit of Zamzam, a 

young female imprisoned in Hargeisa, and a chain of 

poems were written about her case when Abshir Baca-

dle shed light on her case. She was finally released.  

ISBN : 978-91-85945-51-11,  

Published by Scansom in 2015, 1at Edition 

Author:  Mohammed Hussien Moallin 

Diiwaanka Gabayda Soomaaliyeed Caddadka 

Shanaad-daabaacaadda 2aad-  A collection of 

Somali poems Volume Five- 2nd Edition 

The book contains over 65+ different selected po-

ems from  over 35 best known Somali poets   for 

the  past one hundred years. This an updated and 

increased ,  2nd edition version published in 2015. 

The book was originally published in 2005. 

ISBN : 978-91-85945-50-4 

Author: Mohammed Sh. Hassan 

Price: Sek 235:- 

Published by Scansom in 2015, 2nd updated   

Edition 
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Silsiladii Hurgumo ( Miinley) 

Iyo Maansooyinkii Khaliif Shiikh             

Maxamuud  

This is  one  the most popular chain poems par-

ticipated by more than 10-15      different poets 

between 1978-1982. It contains more than 50-

60 poems.  Khalif   conducted most of the po-

ems.  The  poet was a modest and humble 

young man, not keen at talking at all, when he 

was among his friends, but always attentive, a 

rather reserved and even shy. The author was the poet of the century. 

ISBN : 978-91-85945-52-8 

Author: Shaafici Xasan Maxamed 

Price: Sek 249:- 

Published by Scansom in 2015, 1st Edition 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Diiwaanka Gabayada Soomaaliyeed      

Caddadka Saddexaad- Daabacaadda 2aad 

A collection of Somali poems Volume Three-2nd Edition 

The book contains over 60+ different selected poems from many well known Somali     

poets for the past century. This is an   updated and increased ,  2nd edition version      

published in 2015. The book was originally 

published in 1999. 

ISBN : 978-91-85945-46-7 

Author: Mohammed Sh. Hassan 

Price: Sek 235:- 

Published by Scansom in 2015,                    

2nd updated Edition 
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Ciyaaraha Hiddaha lyo (Dhaqanka Soomaaliyeed) 

(Somali Folk Dances) 

A bilingual book  ( Somali- English) 

ISBN 978-91-85945-93-1 

Author: Abdullahi A. Ahmed 

The book is a hardcover one which contains 123 full color pages printed by scansom in 

May 2014  

Price Sek: 225:- 

 

Primarily, this book intends to give those who are unfamiliar with Somali folk dances, a 

preliminary over-all view of the dance traditions of Somalia. An attempt is made in this 

publication to depict the dance traditions of Somalia in broad terms, supplementing the 

verbal portrayal with illustrations and photographs wherever possible. Far from being 

scholastic, the approach has been in the nature of an introduction to a subject at once 

fascinating and is meant for the layman. Being part and parcel of the every day life of 

the Somali people, folk dances is handed down from generation to generation. Thus, 

folk dances of Somalia unfold bewildering varieties of styles, rhythms, colors, choreog-

raphy, costumes, movements and songs. The subject matter has also been restricted to 

the discussion of items of traditional recreational folk dance which a casual visitor to 

Somalia is likely to encounter at any normal performance on a modern stage in contem-

porary Somalia. An attempt has also been made  to give an outline of the original 

sources, mainly recreational, from which such items derive inspiration. Finally, the au-

thor’s crucial aim is to create an atmosphere of awareness to 

show that we still have an enduring ancient folk dance and culture. A great book with 

beautiful illustrations to be read over and over again. Indeed a fascinating and great con-

tribution in this new and untapped field. 
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Buugga Layliska Afka Soomaaliga 

(Somali Language Exercise Book) by Mohammed Ali Hassan.  

This book is a bilingual exercise book. It provides well organized, method-

ological approach on learning the foundations of the Somali language. The 

book highlights three major areas. A bilingual grammar section (the Somali 

and English grammar). It has as well selected Somali folktales accompa-

nied by its English translation. It also has a section highlighting the Somali 

proverbs and idiomatic expressions (with relevant English translations). 

The book is intended to be of great help for any one who would like to study the Somali 

language. The Author teaches Somali language at the London School of Oriental and Afri-

can studies. The book is published by Scansom Publishers in November 2007. ISBN 978-

91-976346-9-4 

Price 175 kr :- 
 

Asaaska Suugaanta af Soomaaliga 

(Understanding Somali Poetry and Prose)  

This book is about the methodology of analyzing and understanding the in-

terpretive framework of Somali poetry. Poetry is the greatest form of artistic 

expression in the Somali language. This book provides the readers with the 

necessary tools to understand the structure, prose, and format of the poetry. 

This book enables the reader to fully appreciate the artistic innuendos that 

Somali poetry contains. This book is published by Scansom Publishers in 

November 2007. Author: Abdulfatah Abdullahi ``Gacmadheere`` 

Price: 175 kr:   ISBN: 978-91-9763446-9-4 

 

Maahmaahyo, Murti iyo Madadaallo  
The book is about Somali proverbs, wisdom and riddles. It contains a lot of 4-color pic-

tures about the Somali wildlife and currencies for the past fifty years. Published in 2007. 

Author Abdulaziz Ali Ibrahim  

ISBN 978-0-9549555-1-9 

Price Sek 175:- 
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Xulka Maansooyinka Soomaaliyeed  

(A Collection of Somali Poetry and Prose) 

This book contains over 65 selected poems from over 50 different 

best known Somali poets at different times from 18th century until 

today. Many of the leading Somali poets for the last two centuries 

are included in this collection.  

Author: Abdulaziz Ali ( Xildhiban) 

Published March 2008 

ISBN: 978-0-9549555-4-0 

Price  Sek 199:-   
 

 

 

 

 

 

Sooyaalkii Suugaanta Cabdulle Raage Tarawiil 

(The  Biography and Poetry of Abdulle Raage Tarawiil)  

In the 1960s Abdulle Raage was one of the  leading artists     

working as an actor and poet with the National Waaberi band and 

become famous through his broadcasts on Radio Mogadishu. As 

an actor he is remembered in particular for having played the part 

of Shabeel in Hassan Sheikh Muumin's play Shabeel naagood. He 

was a greart comedian, actor and a eading poet. This book is a 

collection of his works. Published in London, March  2008    

ISBN: 978-91-85945-5101 

Author: Abdulaziz Ali ( Xildhiban) 

Price  Sek 199:-   

 

 

 

Af-Soomali  

(Learning Somali Language Book One)  

The book gives you an illustrated methodology of learning Somali 

language. It has a lot illustrations which makes learning easy  and 

practical for the students in learning the Somali language. Author: 

Abdirahman M. Abtidoon.  

The book was published in Italy 2008 

Price Sek 169:   
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Dakuu Shiday Darwiishkii 

(The Fire Ignited by the Dervish Movement) 

This is a historical play outlining The Dervish       

Movement, a movement that fought the longest anti-

colonial war in the Somali History for over two dec-

ades. The Movement was led by Sayid Mohammed A. 

Hassan who was in struggle for more than twenty years 

(1900-1920’s) until his stronghold, Taleh Fort, was 

bombarded by modern military aeroplanes in 1920. It 

was the first air bombardment event in the history of 

Africa. The Dervish movement who courageously 

fought were    finally defeated and the movement       

disintegrated in 1921. This is truly a marvel of plays. 

Authors: Abdulqadir Hirsi ―Yamyam and Ahmed Farah 

( Idaajaa)  

published by Scansom Publishers .  

ISBN 978-91-85945-08-5  

Price Sek 189:-  

Magac Bixintii Qabiilkeena? 

(The naming of our clan)  

This book is a personal exploration of the author into the heavi-

ly disputed issues of clanship and its origins. Are the clans real 

or based on baseless hearsay tales. The author does an excellent 

job of bringing together research and personal exploration to 

illuminate and shed light on what many have considered to be 

the root cause of the ailments of Somali unity. The author ex-

plores where these actual clans emerge from, and how is it that 

what was once a unifying factor of peaceful co existence has 

today become an insurmountable barrier to the nation’s        

prosperity.  

Author: Qasim Hersi Farah and  

published by Scansom Publishers                

ISBN978-91-85945-04-7 

Price Sek 195:-  
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Tarrikhda Riwayayadaha iyo Fanka Soomaaliyeeed ( The 

history of Somali plays and Arts)  

This book consists of two majort parts. The first part covers in 

details the historical background of the Somali arts from its   

infancy phase during the 1940s. It gives an in depth analysis of 

the different stages , Somali plays, and songs passed through 

over the decades. The second part contains over 70 well known 

plays that were staged, directed, and presented to the public in 

theatres at different times. Dating as far back as the late 1950s. 

In this section there are over 100 songs that were created for 

those place. The book contains as well a variety of delightful & 

amazing high quality grey scale photos of Somali artists during 

their youth in the 60s. These pictures and photos will definitely 

captivate readers and take them for a stroll down memory lane. 

The book is pub-lished in 2011  

Author: Mohammed Sh. Hassan & Abdullahi A. Ahmed  

Price: SEK 249:-  

ISBN: 978-91-85945-29-0  

 

Aan Ooyee  Albaabka ii Xidha 

This is a book based on literature, mainly poetry Published 

2012. 

SEK:179 

ISBN 978-91-976661-5-7 

Hablaheenna ( Poetry about Somali women) 

Author: Abdibashir 

Published in 2011 

Price 175:- 

ISBN 91-976662-9-7 
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Daah Furka Miisaanka Maansada Soomaaliyeed 
Metric scale of the Somali literature. method-ology of  

analayzing and scaling Somali poetry.  

Published by:Abdullahi Deria Guled 2013, 2nd edition 

Price: Sek: 215:- 

Subject: Literature  

Ubax Galool: 

Author: Amran Maxamad 

Women's Poetry.  

Price: SEK 175:- ISBN 978-952-67468-1-4 

Darka Maadda: A Comedy Book, Published by: 

Scansom Publishers in October 2012 

Author: Musa Dalmar 

Price: Sek 169  

ISBN 978-91-854945-41-2 
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ISBN 91-96348-3-8/978-91-976346-3-2 Murti Dumar (Women     

Poetry). The book contains 65-70 selected poems conducted by      

Somali Women. Traditionally Women dominated the composition of 

Somali Songs and arts. There are many poems specifically addressing 

weddings, farming, household works, animal grazing, as well as many 

poems which are related to the events of the Somali civil war. Many 

poems are specifically conducted for gender equality and many other   

important is-sues. The book was published in April 2007 by Scansom 

Publishers.  

Price: SEK 169:-  

 

 

 

 

 

Geel waa Magool Xoolaad Suugaanta Geela  

Camels are often the subject of literature, proverbs, songs, and 

folktales. In the Quran, the camel is referred to as "a gift given to men 

from God." Camels are also often the subject of poetry, which is an 

important part of Somali literature. Besides, the number of camels a 

man has, constitutes his social status among his fellow migrant no-

madic community.  

Published by Scansom Publishers in May 2006. Author. Khalid Cali. 

ISBN 91-974409-5-7 Price: SEK 199:-  

 

 

ISBN 0-9726615-4 Literature of Somali Onomastics and Proverbs 

(With comparison of foreign sayings). This Somali -English dictionary 

work is divided into two parts: Part one is a straight forward translation 

of Somali diction and the second part attempts to illuminate traditional 

proverbs, the foundation of all wisdom in the society. The book is pub-

lished in 2006. Author: Anwar Maxamed Diiriye.  

Price SEK 199:-  
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Sheekoba Sheekay Keentaa: (Every story reflects another story). This 

book highlights the traditional Somali folktales passed from generation to 

generation. Each Folktale could a separate book. The book consists of 29 

well documented old folktales. The author has compiled all the folktales 

into one book in order to preserve them. Many of these folktales have not 

ever been published before. The book is written by Khalid Cali Guul one 

of the leading Somali cultural historians. The author wrote and published 

more than 10 different titles for the past 7-8 year. The book is published 

in Denmark in 2006. ISBN 887-991654-1-4 Price: SEK 195:- 

 

 

 

 

Faaliyihii la Bilkayday (Sheeko Xariirooyin Soomaaliyeed)  

(A Soothsayer Tested Somali folktales) contains a much chosen collec-

tion of 115 Somali folktales probably the best Somali Narrative folk-

lore. The book is divided in to two parts. Part One is completely Somali 

Section while Part Two is in English. The folktales belong to the most 

popular oral Somali folktales collected over the centuries. Author: G.L. 

Kapchits. The author is one of the very few leading European Somali 

speaking personal ties. He is researcher and author in many Somali 

books and articles for the past 25-30 years. The book is published in 2006.  

ISBN 5-86748-051-8  

Price: SEK 219:-  

 

 

 

Diiwaanka Gabayada - Gurmad Caddadka 5aad  

(A collection of Somali poems- Volume 5). The book contains 65 se-

lected poems from over 34 different best-known Somali poets at        

different times (from as far as 18th centaury until today 2006). Many of 

the leading So-mali poets for the last two centuries are included in this 

collection. The majority of these poems have not been published be-

fore. It is the first time that most of these poems are documented in a 

form of print. The poems were preserved in audio tapes which are    

crucial in the documen-tation of Somali oral literature. The book has   

(4-color cover). It is pub-lished by Scansom Publishers in August 2006. 

Author: Mohammed Sh. Hassan. ISBN 91-976346-0-3  

Price: SEK 185:-  
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Diiwaanka Maahmaahyada Soomaaliyeed Caddadka labaaad This 

book, A collection of Somali Proverbs and Idioms Volume Two. This 

book con-tains more than 1500 proverbs with their definitions and 

meanings, as well as over 100 idioms used in different regions of      

Somalia. The book contains 190 pages. It is Published by Scansom 

Publishers in Feb. 2005. The book has 4-color cover. Author:          

Mohammed Sh. Hassan.  ISBN 91-974409-9-X:  

Price: SEK 185  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Diiwaanka Gabayada- Gurmad 3 (A collection of Somali poems

- volume three). The book contains 64 selected poems from over 

50 different best-known Somali poets at different times from as far 

as 18th centaury until today 1999. The majority of these poems 

have not been published before. It con-tains 162 pages (4-color 

cover). It is published by Scansom in 1999. Au-thor: Mohammed 

Sh. Hassan. ISBN 91-973671-1-7 Price: SEK 185:-  

 

 

 

 

 

Diiwaanka Heesaha Soomaaliyeed Vol. 4 (Collection of Somali 

Songs volume four) This book gives an in depth analysis of the 

different stages and phases passed through the means of Somali 

songs. The book has over 70 songs performed by more than 50 

different artists and song writers. The purpose of the book is to 

serve as an index guide for the contributions made by many dif-

ferent artists. The book contains over 200 pages and has a         

laminated 4-color cover. Author: by Mohammed Sh. Hassan.  

Published by Scansom Publishers in March 2004.  

ISBN 91-974409-3-0  

Price SEK 185:-  
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ISBN 87-991654-0-6: Maahmaah Waliba Madasheeday Leeda-

hay  

(Every Proverb has its roots). The book gives a well detailed     

explanation about the classification of Somali Proverbs and that 

every proverb has its roots and objectives. The book highlights 

many conducted proverbs covering specific issues such as proverbs 

covering the Somali Camels, proverbs covering women and gender 

issues, proverbs covering the reconciliation processes, proverbs cov-

ering the Somali Nomadic judiciary system and proverbs covering 

many other relevant issues. The book is written by one of the lead-

ing Somali cultural Historians Khalid Cali Guul The book is published in 2006 in Den-

mark.  

Price: SEK 185:-  

 

 

Diiwaanka Heesaha Soomaaliyeed 3 (A collection of Somali Songs 

volume three). The book contains 193 songs contributed by the Somali 

women who made a substantial contribution to the development of So-

mali Arts and cul-ture. The book is mainly dedicated to the women artists 

for their role and share in the development of Somali arts and culture. 

The singers and song-writers are mainly from the former national band 

(Waberi legends) that dominated the Somali arts and culture for more 

than two decades. The book contains 284 pages (4 color cover) it is published by      

Scansom in May 2000. Author: Mohammed Sh. Hassan.  

ISBN 91-973 67111-6-8  

Price: SEK 199:-  

 

Diiwaanka Heesaha Soomaaliyeed 2  

(A collection of Somali Songs volume two). The book approximately 

contains 195 songs from different singers and songwriters at different 

times. The book contains 238 pages. Over eighty percent of these songs 

have not been published before. The book contains 238 pages (4-color 

cover). It is published by Scansom in 1999. Author: Mohammed Sh. 

Hassan. Price: SEK 215:-  

ISBN 91-972411-4-8  
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Diiwaanka Gabayada - Gurmad 4 (A collection of Somali poems

- volume four). The book contains 66 selected poems from over 40 

different best-known Somali poets at different times (from as far as 

18th centaury until today 2001). The majority of these poems have 

not been published before. It contains 166 pages (4-color cover). It 

is published by Scansom in 2001. Author: Mohammed Sh. Hassan. 

Price: SEK 185:- ISBN 91-973671-7-6  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Diiwaanka Gabayada- Gurmad 1 (A collection of Somali Po-

ems Volume One) contains 80 selected poems from over 50 best 

known Somali poets. Over 80% of these poems have not been 

published before. The book contains 170 pages (4-color cover). It 

is published by Scansom in 1998. Authors: Mohammed Sh. Has-

san, M. A. Hassan. A. H. Rooble. The sec-ond edition was re-

printed in September 2002. ISBN 91-9722411-9-9  

Price: SEK 185:-  

 

 

 

Silsiladda Guba (Guba Poems) contains more than 40 classical 

poems from over 20 well known and prominent Somali poets in 

the 19th/20th Century. It is the first time ever that the whole chain 

poem of Guba is completely published. The book contains 114 

pages (4-colour cover). It is published by Scansom in 1999.       

Author: Abdallah H. Rooble.  

ISBN 91-973671-0-9  

Price: SEK 175:-  
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Midnima Wanaag lagu Guntaa  

(In Unity Prosperity is thy Knot)  

This is a compilation of 25 Somali poems. The poet is a talented blind 

poet, who has written many poems. The book explores the connection 

between the politics of the last two decades and the life the on the 

ground. This book was published in 2008.  

Author: Siciid Sh. Cumar  

Price SEK 175 :-  

 

 
 

 

 

 

Durbaan Garasho (The poems of Abdulkadir A. Shube)  

The poet is currently one of the leading poets in Somalia. Most of 

his poems are  about reconciliation and nation building. Almost all 

the poems are related to the events in Somalia during this difficult 

period of time. Many of the poems are so interesting that they are 

giving the nation hope and bright future while many others       

highlight the sad reality of the civil. The book  is published in April 

2007 by Scansom  Publishers.  

ISBN 91-96348-3-8/978-91-976346-3-2   

Price: Sek 175:- 
 

 

 

Naanaysi Magaa Ma aha  

( A collection of Somali Nick Names) 

Author: Suldaan Garyare 

Published in 2013 

Price: Sek 175:- 

ISBN 978-91-87223-16-0 
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                                                        Business & Leadershsip 
 

 

 

Hoggaamiye(Leadership) 

 

In this century, 

nothing will matter more 

than the education of future 

leaders and the development of 

new ideas‖ 

Larry Summers, President of Harvard 

The book is all about the leadership.  

The book sheds light on such  important questions about leadership, what are 

the relevant  criteria to be a good leader!.. What are the challenges facing a good leader and many other 

relevant issues in this field. 

Author: Said Ali Shire, Published in 2013 

Price: 245:- Sek  
 

 

 

 

 

 

Furaha Ganacsiga This book  Y Key to business) is one of the rar-

est publications ever  written in the Somali language about business 

and commerce. Somalis have been known to be very active in small 

businesses, yet very few publications have  ever been written about 

the fundamentals of starting a business. This book highlights many 

issues related to business such entrepreourship, management, com-

petition, creativity, business life cycle, developing business plans and many other relevant issues.  Se-

cond updated edition, published in 2013 

Author: Saciid Cali Shire 

Price: Sek 245:- 
 

 

 

Bangiyada Islaamka, ( Islamic Banking) 

Islamic Finance :  is an important way and        opportunity of getting ac-

cess to capital. Billions of  Dollars are available for investments in many 

parts of the Islamic Financial Institutions. This newly updated book sheds 

light on these  issues and gives the  business community the options and 

the alternative methods available in this lucrative market.  

Second Updated Edition: Published in UK  2013 

Author: Saciid Cali Shire 

Price: Sek 245:- 

245:- 
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Furaha Gaanacisga (The Key to business) 

This book is one of the rare publications ever written in 

Somali about business and commerce. Somalis are very 

active in small businesses, yet very few publications were 

ever made. This book highlights many issues related to 

business such entrepreneurial skills, management, compe-

tition, creativity, business life cycle, developing business 

plan and many other relevant issues. 

Author: Siciid Cali Shire, published in UK 2008 

ISBN 978-91-85945-08-5  

Price Sek 249:-   

 

 

Xallinta Khilaafka – (conflict management )  
Author: Dr. Cabdi Shire Warsame  

ISBN # 978-0-9563688-2-9  

Published: 2012  

Price: 225:-  

 

 

The 56 Laws of Leadership prepares would-be 

leaders to face all challenges in becoming             

successful. The author has combed through hun-

dreds of books about leadership and extracted 56 

laws to help you catalyze your organsiations, or 

your own, strategic development. These  laws are 

keys  building blocks for any leader and explore the 

vital tenets of leadership. 

Author: Dr. Abdurahman A. Noor 

Published in 2013 

ISBN 978-0-9880742-0-0 

Price : Sek 235:- 
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STORIES, FOLKTALES & CHILDREN BOOKS  
 

 

Deeq Xubin  

(Organ Donation) 

This is a children and teens book. It highlights the         im-

portance of organ donations. Bilan is a girl at the age of 13 

years . Her life is is danger if she did not get a donated kidney 

in a short time. Read the drama about her struggle of survival. 

ISBN  978-91-85945-90-0 

 

 

 

Author: Mohammed SH. Hassan Illustrations by: Mohamoud Dirios 

The book is a hardcover one which contains 40 full color pages printed by scansom in 

May 2014  

Price Sek: 185:- 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Fruits & Vegetables (Khudaar ) 

This is a bilingual children book ( Somali-English) in which the 

names and the pictures of  the most commonly used fruits in the 

world are collected in this book. 

 

ISBN  978-91-85945-93-1 

Author: Idil Hassan 

The book is a hardcover one which contains 28 full color pages 

printed by scansom in May 2014  

Price Sek: 169:- 
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Higgaad Buugga 3aad (Alif Wax Ma Leh- (Alphabetics) 

This is an illustrated bilingual (English-Somali) children’s book 

about The Somali Alphabetics and phonetics. Many of the illus-

trations in the book are items used by the Somali Nomadic peo-

ple. 

ISBN  978-91-85945-96-2 

Author: Nasra Sh. Hassan 

 

 

Illustrations by: Mohamoud Jama Hirsi. The book is a hardcover one which contains 36 

full color pages printed by scansom in May 2014 ( Just released) 

Price Sek: 169:- 

 

 
 

 

 

Alif La Kordhabay 

(Alphabetics & Somali Phonetics) 

This is an illustrated bilingual  children book about the TheSomali 

Alphabetics and           phonetics. The illustrations are extremely 

beautiful and most of 

them do have cultural relevance that highlight the Nomadicas well 

as the urban culture          of the Somali people over the past dec-

ades. 

ISBN  978-91-85945-98-6 

Author: Mohamoud Dirios Illustrations by: Mohamoud Dirios 

The book is a hardcover one whichcontains 30 full color pages printed by scansom in 

May 2014  

Price Sek: 179:- 
 

Xisaabta Dugsiyada hoose 

(Mathematics for Elementary Schools) 

ISBN: 978-91-85-945-344 

Author: Maxamad Xareed Cali 

Published  in 2015. Over 240 pages, 1st 

Edition 

Price: Sek 249:- 
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Saboolkii Naxariista Badnaa  (The Poor Kind Man) 

This is a children and teens  folktale. It is a It is about a 

poor man who made his daily bread on selling a char-

coal that he brings on a daily basis from the bush. De-

spite his miserable and harsh life, he was very kind and 

a good man. If he meets animals or    people who needs 

his help he was always there for them. ? Follow this 

dramatic story which  deserves to be read over and over 

again.... 

ISBN 978-91-85945-91-7 

 

Author: Mohammed SH. Hassan Illustrations by: Gadhle Arts 

The book is a Soft cover one which contains 28 full color pages printed by scansom in 

May 2014. Price Sek 169:- 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Amran Iyo Abshir (Amran and Abshir) 

This is a  bilingual children and teens  folktale  

( English-Somali) 

Amran and Abshir had been married for six moons and 

their love blossomed like the lovely roses which bloom and 

bloom in the spring . Lately, though, Amran feared the 

bloom was diminishing. Amran noticed when he spoke to 

her, his eyes were absent, and sometimes his tone was im-

patient. She dreaded the fearful journey from ardor and joy-

ful passion to indifference or worse.―What will come 

next?‖ she asked herself.  

Follow this dramatic story which ends in a tragedy....  

ISBN 978-91-85945-92-4 

Retold and illustrated by: Janet Curiel 

The book is a Soft cover one which contains 28 full color 

pages printed by scansom in May 2014, Price Sek: 169:- 
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STORIES, FOLKTALES & CHILDREN BOOKS  

 
Wiil Iyo Libaax Saaxibay ( A boy and A Lion) 

Geeddi is a 15 year old nomadic boy who is an expert in taking care 

of his families camel herd ( he is a professional camel boy). One day he 

slept under a tree and was extremely tired. Before he fell asleep his 

mother told him that tomorrow the whole neighbourhood will move to 

another location with better grazing and water for the ani-mals. Geddi 

was still sleeping under the tree and was unfortunately forgotten and left 

behind. The boy starts a long journey It is published in 2011 and the 

contains full color illustrations as well. 

Author: Mohammed Sh. Hassan 

ISBN: 978-91-85945-42-9 

Price: Sek 169:- 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Addunka Xoolaha ( Animal World Picture—Bilingual book ) is a new children word 

and image book ( bilingual English-Somali text) with colourful il-

lustrations. It highlights the variety of animals in the world such as 

tamed animals, wild animals, marine animals, birds, reptiles, in-

sects. Not to mention it has beautiful illustrations which catches the 

reader right off the bat. The book is suitable for ages 5-8 years old. 

Author: Idil Hassan 

published by Scansom Publishers in 2011. 

Hard cover 

Price : Sek 175:- 

ISBN: 978-91-85945-34-4 
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Libaax & Dabaggaalel ( A lion and the Squirrel), This is a 

Somali children’s book where the lion and squirrel team 

up to help each others needs. 

Subject: Children 

illustrated book, Author Zeynab Dahir 

ISBN: 9780957026919 Published in 2011. Price SEK 169 :- 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sheekadii Reer Samaale ( The story of Samaale Family)  

This is a story about the Somali civil war and its consequences to the  

Somali population. It displaced thousands of people and it caused hun-

ger & starvation. This is a children’s story with beautiful & colourful  

nomadic illustrations. The book is published by Scansom in 2011.  

Author: Abdia Mohamed  

Price: SEK 169:-  

ISBN: 978-91-854945-37-5  

 

 

 

 

MEHERAD ( When I grow up I want to be…)  

is a new children word and image book (bilingual English-

Somali with colourful illustrations. It highlights the career paths 

for the early child-hood. The book is suitable for ages 5-8 years 

old.  

Author: Idil Hassan  

published by Scansom Publishers in 2011.  

Hard cover  

Price : SEK 169 :-  

ISBN: 978-91-85945-36-8  
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The Queen Arraweelo  is the most popular woman in the  

Somali oral literature. Her stories are passed from generation to 

generation and still remain  

unchallenged. The book has excellent 4 color  

illustrations The book is republished by Scansom in 2011.  

Author: Mohammed Sh. Hassan.  

ISBN : 978-91-85945-38-2  

Price: SEK 169 :-  

 

 

 

 

 

Higgaad Buugga 2aad (Book 2) is a new children word and im-

age book ( Bilingual text in English-Somali ) with  

colourful illustrations. It highlights the correct phonetics in the 

early childhood. The book is suitable for ages 5-8 years old.  

Author: Nasra Sh. Hassan  

published by Scansom Publishers in 2011.  

Hard cover Price  

Price : SEK 169 :-  

ISBN 978-91-85945-40-5  

 

 

 

Waayo—Aragnimadii Cigaal Shidaad Iyo Ceebla (The ad-

ventures of Egal Shidad and Ebla) is the most popular 

folktales in the Somali oral literature. Egal was a coward 

but extremely wise and talented to save his life from the 

hostile Somali nomadic  

environment life. His stories were passed from generation 

to generation and still remain popular and unchallenged in 

the oral Somali literature. The book contains 39 pages and 

has 15 bi-lingual Somali/English folktales suitable for chil-

dren. The stories have excellent 4- color illustrations.  

The book is republished in 2011.  

ISBN 978-91-85945-39-9  

Author: Mohammed Sh. Hassan. 

Price: SEK 169 :-  
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Sheeko Xariirooyinka Xayawaanka Bi-lingual 

This is a collection of animal fables. The book is full of wonderful colour illustrations. 

The stories all have some element of traditional wisdom in them.  

Author: Mohammed Sh. Hassan 

ISBN: 978 -91-85945-12-2 

Published in 2010 by Scansom Publishers 

Price: 169:- 

 

 

 

 

Sheeko Carruureed 

This is a collection of children’s stories. The book is full of wonderful colour               

illustrations. The stories are eloquently written and are a great read for both child and 

adult.  

Author: Nuur Xasan Faarax 

ISNB: 978-91-85945-11-5 

Published in 2010 by Scansom Publishers 

Price 169:- 
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STORIES, FOLKTALES & CHILDREN BOOKS 
 

Qaybti Libaaxa The Lion's Share  

This is a bilingual children’s story book with full 4-colour illustrations. 

The hungry animals of the Somali forest have worked together to kill a 

big fat camel. Now they must decide how to divide it. Will the por-

tions be equal? Not with the lion in charge! Read this popular Somali 

fable and see why, as the other animals come to understand, "the lion's 

share is not fair!" The book was published in 2007 Retold by: Said Sa-

lah Ahmed 

ISBN: 978-1-931016-13-1 

Price: Sek 159:- 
 

Dhegdheer 

This is a bilingual children’s story book with full 4-colour illustra-

tions. In this hair-raising cautionary tale from Somalia, the Hargega 

Valley is plagued by the monstrous Dhegdheer, who gobbles up any-

one unlucky enough to cross her path. A widow and her young son 

try to escape her. Will they be Dhegdheer's next meal or will their 

virtue save them and help bring an end to Dhegdheer's reign of ter-

ror? The book was published in 2007. Retold by: Marian Hassan 

ISBN: 978-1-931016-19-3 

Price: Sek 159:- 

 

 

Wiil Waal  
This is a bilingual children’s story book with full 4-colour illustra-

tions. The heart? The leg? The ribs? What part of the sheep is the an-

swer to the Sultan's riddle? When wise Somali leader Wiil Waal asks 

the men in his province to bring him the part of a sheep that best 

symbolizes "what can divide men or unite them as one," most present 

him with prime cuts of meat. But one very poor man's daughter has a different idea. In 

this clever folktale, a father reluctantly follows his daughter's advice and has astonishing 

results. The book was published in 2007. Retold by: Jamal Adam  

ISBN: 978-1-931016-17-9 

Price: Sek 159:- 
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Qarad iyo Qori-Ismaris (Qarad and the Shapeshifter) 

This is a classic Somali folktale about a young lovely nomadic 

girl and her experiences with a deceptive shapeshifter. It is story 

filled with lessons and joyful imaginative prose. A true Somali 

folklore, as this story has been passed on from generation to gen-

eration in the Somali oral traditions. 

It is published in 2009 and the books is a hardcover. The book 

contains full colour illustrations as well. 

Author: Mohammed Sh. Hassan 

ISBN: 978-91-85945-07-8 

 

Cawaale iyo Ceebla oo Toronto u soo Qaxay 

(Awale and Eebla come to Toronto) 

This is a humorous children's book of a nomadic couple 

moving from Somalia to Toronto. This story conveys the 

many culture shocks faced by this couple and their creative 

adaptations to their new life in Canada. Apart from getting 

used to the cold winters, Awale and Eebla soon realize that 

the world is very unique and beautiful. It is published in 

2009 and the books is a hardcover. The book contains full 

colour illustrations as well. 

Author: Mohammed Sh. Hassan 

ISBN: 978-91-85945-10-8 

Price: 169:-Sek 

Falkin Iyo Megdayn ( Weaving & Tanning) 

This book focuses on Somali traditional arts & crafts. It is a 

reference guide to see all of the arts and crafts for children. 

The book is a is a new (bilingual English-Somali with            

colourful illustrations). 

Author: Mohamud M. Dirios 

Published by Scansom Publishers in 2011. 

Hard cover 

Price : Sek 175:- 

ISBN 978-91-85945-32-0 
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Dwaawac Dhallan 

ISBN:978-9966-21-318-1  

Abdulkadir Ali Salad  

Published in 2013  

Children’s book  

Price: SEK 169:-  

 

Daadah—Learn Somali Book 2  

Grammar Book  

ISBN: 978-0-9570269-2-6  

Author: Zainab Dahir  

Published in: 2013  

Price: Sek 165:-  

 

 

Daadah-Learn Somali Book 1 

(book+Flash Cards- Pack-age)  

This book is designed as a resource for 

teachers and parents who wish to teach 

reading and writing to young learners.  

Package Price: SEK 179 :-  

The book has a flash card  
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Higgaad is a new children word and image  

Bilingual book ( English-Somali text) with  

colourful illustrations. It highlights the correct  

phonetics in the early childhood. The book is  

suitable for ages 5-8 years old. Author: Nasra Sh. Hassan. 

Published by Scansom Publishers in May 2010.  

Hard cover Price  

Price : SEK 169:-  

ISBN 978-91-85945-19-1  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Aan Booqanno Beerta Xoolaha (Let’s Visit the Gardens of the 

Animals) This book is a beautiful compilation of photos of wild 

animals accompanied by selected short traditional stories of many 

of the animals. The book contains 33 pages and is a new release 

published in Denmark 2007.  

Author: Khaalid Cali-Guul Warsame.  

Price SEK 149:-  
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Sheekooyinkii Cigaal Shidaad (The stories of Egal 

Shidaad- the wise coward man) are the most popular 

folktales in the Somali oral literature. Egal was a coward 

but extremely wise and talented to save his life from the 

hostile Somali nomadic environment life. His stories were 

passed from generation to generation and still remain pop-

ular and unchallenged in the oral Somali literature. The 

book contains 40 pages and has 16 folktales suitable for 

children. The stories have excellent illustrations 2 color 

illustrations. The book is published in March 2002.       

Author: Mohammed Sh. Hassan. ISBN 91-973-671-4 Price: SEK 155:-  

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The stories of lady Dhegdheer (The Cannibal) are the most 

prominent best known character in the Somali oral history and 

literature. Many people believe that the stories of the 

Dhegdheer (The cannibal) are legendary tales created by a 

popular fantasy over centuries, while many others still believe 

that. The book contains 52 pages with beautiful illustrations by 

Amin Caamir (Over 25 illustrations). The books is written by 

Mohammed Sh. Hassan and published by Scansom Publishers 

in August 2002.  

ISBN 91-973671-5-X  

Price: SEK 155:-  
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Guuleed iyo Bahalkii (Alfons Och Odjuret) This is a new children 4-

color book with 4 color illustrations (hard cover). The book is written 

by Gunilla Bergström and it is among one of the popular series of      

Alfons Åberg. The book is translated into Somali and it is published by 

Scansom Publishers in August 2004. ISBN 91-974409-1-4  

Price: SEK 165:-  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Aaway Guuleedkii Rabshada Badnaa (Var Är Bus- Alfons) 

This is a new children 4-color book with 4 color illustrations (hard 

cover). The book is written by Gunilla Bergström and it is among one 

of the popular series of Alfons Åberg. The book is translated into     

Somali and it is published by Scansom Publishers in August 2004. 

ISBN 91-974409-0-6 

Price: SEK 165:- 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tubta Waxbarashada Carruurta. This is a new children book with 4-

color cover and 4-color illustrations as well. The book contains a lot of 

children lullabies and songs as well as many short cultural stories related 

to the nature and wildlife. The book is written by the Khalid A. Guul. It 

is published in July 2004.  

Price: SEK 175 :-  

ISBN 900-1-1203-2004  
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Somali Sports 
 

Taariikhda Kubbadda Cagta (The History of Somali Football) 

This is the most extensive book ever written on the topic of Somali foot-

ball. It covers 

an era of more than a half of a century dating from the late 1930s until 

2006. The book gives a wide range of information of the last half century. 

It highlights the different phases that contributed to the development of 

Somali Football. This book is filled with photos of original clubs and the 

Somali national teams dating back to the early foundation of the sport in Somalia. The 

Book is published by Scansom Publishers in March 2008 and contains over 220 pages. 

Author: Mohammed Sh. Hassan. 

ISBN 978-91-85945-98-6 

Price Sek 199:- (New Release) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Taariikhda Kubbadda Kolyaga (The History of Somali Basketball) 

It takes you through a journey from the inception of the sport in Soma-

lia in the late 1960’s to early 1990’s. It highlights the development of 

our regional and inter-scholastic competitions, which ultimately laid the 

foundations for the triumphant national team. The book contains a col-

lection of many rare photos that are sure to astound and amaze the readers. The Book is 

published by Scansom Publishers in March 2008 and contains over 150 pages.  ISBN 978

-91-85945-97-9 
Price: 185 kr (New Release)  
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Maaraynta Dhirta iyo Daaqa  

(Forestry and Range Management)  

This book is about the disasters of deforestation and its affect on 

the environment in Somalia. The Deforestation, desertification, 

degradation, soil erosion, sand dune, hazardous toxic dumping, and 

wildlife poaching, are all topics discussed in the book. Author: Dr. 

Qasim Hirsi Farah. ISBN 978-91-85945-18-4 Price : SEK 199:-  

 

 

 

 

Haad Geed Waayey (No Perch for the Birds)  

This book is about environmental degradation and the effects that it 

has on the wildlife in Somalia. It discusses many topics such as cli-

mate change, deforestrations, pollution and so forth. Author: Khaalid 

Cali-Guul Warsame. Price SEK 199:-  

 

 

 

Magacyada Geedaha Soomaaliyeed  

(Somali Trees)  

This book is one of the first of its kinds in Somali language. It is a 

descriptive collection of the more than three thousand trees, shrubs 

and herbs located in the Somali region. This book provides factual 

information regarding the native Somali names in relation with       

scientific names deploring the rich heritage culture which is deep 

rooted in our society. Author: Abdulfatah Abdullahi  

ISBN 978-91-85945-07-8  

published by Scansom Publishers (it is one of the 2009 publications).  

ISBN978-91-85945-04-7  

Price SEK 199:-  

 

 

ENVIRONMENT 
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                                                                  HISTORY AND POLITICS 

 

 

 

Halgan Iyo Hagardaamo Taariikh Nololeed  

(Struggle And Conspiracy - A Memoir)  

It’s a new book just published in December 2011. It is a mem-

oir which is a candid account of the life and time of president 

Abdullahi Yusuf Ahmed and the events that shaped Somalia 

for the past fifty years. The book is written in a narrative style 

that Somali readers will find it enjoying.  

Author: Abdullahi Yusuf Ahmed  

Hardcover, 430 Pages, Price: Sek 335:-  

ISBN 9789185945351  

Published by Scansom in December 2011  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Hirarkii Taariikhda iyo HalgankiiSoomaalida,  

Subject: History. Author: Khalid Cali-Guul  

Warsame, Published in 2011,  

This is the most extensive history book ever  

Published. It is the combination of the  

Previous two history books from the same  

Author as well as more new materials.  

ISBN 978-87-991654-5-2, Price: Sek 335:-  
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WEHELKA WERIYAHA:  

A Guide book to the basics of journalism and Broadcasting as well risks and opportuni-

ties related to This profession. A well written and helpful guide. The book is published 

by scansom publishers in        October 2012 

Price: Sek 199:- 

ISBN 978-91-854945-38-2 

 

Laba Midable ( Dual Personality) 

Subject:  The Somali Personality. The  

book is one of the very few publications  

ever written about the Somali personality. 

The author sheds some light on the Somali 

double faced 

personality when confronting major issues 

such as:  

- Peace, Justice and equality 

- Governance, Tribal Issues and  

- Many other Major issues. 

The Author concludes that many Somalis have double personality. The  sayings and the deeds 

should not necessarily  be the same. 

ISBN 978-91-87223181 

Author: Suldaan Maxamad Suldaan Ibraahim (Garyare) 

Published in 2015, 1st Edition 

Waxay kuu dhigeen Ma kugu Dhaqeen. The Book highlights about the 

Somali      Constitutions from 1960-1990. It takes as well all the 

amendments that have been made over the decades. The book is pub-

lished in London 2005 and has a laminated 4-color cover. Author Ab-

dulaziz Ali Ibrahim. It contains over 460 pages.  

ISBN 0-9549555-0-1. Price: Sek 245:- 
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Waad Kuftaye, Ka Bood 

The book covers wide range of historical events in the 

Somali History, that covers from 1869 to 1991.  

Author: Axmed Xirsi Cali Published in 2009.  

Price: SEK 169:- ISBN: 878-1-61584-027-  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Horseedayaashii Halaagga Soomaaliya (The architects of the 

Destruction in Somalia) This book discusses the major develop-

ments that lead to the destabilization and the ultimate de-struction 

of the Somali civil society. Author: Abdulaziz Ali Ibrahim. ISBN 

978-0-9549555-2-6. Price: SEK 195:-  

 

 

 

 

Waayihii Soomaaliya : A History book about Somalia for 

the past 2000 years. The book is one of the most detailed 

books ever written about the Somali history it covers a long 

period of time in  the Somali history. Published in 2010. 282 

Pages, Author: Cabdi Jaamac Aw-Aden. Price 235 -:- SEK 
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Maxaa Hortaagan Dawladnimada Soomaaliya ( The 

hindrances and the difficulties facing the Somali Nation. 

Historical perspectives and the current issues are widely 

discussed in the book. 

Author: Abdiwali Hassan 

ICBN 9966-05-189-9 

Price: Sek 175 

Hoggaaminta Wanaagsan ( a good leadership): THE BOOK 

IS ABOUT HOW TO GET A GOOG LEADERSHIP AND 

WHAT THE ARE THE RELEVANT CIRTERIA TO BE A 

GOOD LEADER. 

ISBN 978-0-9563688-0-5 

Author: Cabdi Shire Warsame 

Published in 2010-11-10 Price: Sek 225: 

Kobocii Islaamiyiinta Soomaaliya ( 1952-2002)  

A well documented historical perspective of the Islamic  

organisations in Somalia from 1952-2002. The author highlights 

the rise and falls faced by the organisations for over a half        

century.  

Author: Cabdishakuur Mire Aadam  

ISBN: 978-0-9549555-8-8  

Published in 2013  

Price: Sek 199:-  
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FICTION & NOVELS  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SAHAN- RECONNAISSANCE (Fiction) 

This newly published Fiction Novel recently by Scansom                  

 Publishers is a thrilling novel full of joy and grief as well as ups and down. 

ISBN : 978-91-85945-53-5  

Author:  Abdullahi Noor Hassan 

Price: Sek 179:- 

Published  by Scansom in 2015, 1st Edition 

 

 

 

 

Khuraafaad waa kharaab              

bulshadeed (A fiction book) 

This is one of the very few publications ever 

written about the  superstitious  and beliefs  

and practices common in different Somali re-

gions. In the inter-Riverine regions many fake 

experts claim that they can directly communi-

cate with the crocodiles and thus can translate 

their language. While many others claim they 

can talk to the devils and heal many people run over by the devils. The book address 

many of these fake practices and their effect in the society. 

ISBN : 978-91-85945-54-2 

Author: Mohammed Xareed 

Price: Sek 235:- 

Published by Scansom in 2015, 1st Edition 
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Cawo-Dhalad; This is a collection 

of short stories conducted by the 

author in Sweden. Some of the sto-

ries highlight the  cultural shock be-

tween the two      cultures. It touch-

es many issues that faces the com-

munity in the diaspora at large. The 

author presents many of these is-

sues in a fiction form. Very interest-

ing stories covering   different  top-

ics. 

Author: Muuse Maxamamuud Ciise (Dalmar) 

Price: Sek 179:- 

Published in 2014, 1st Edition 

 

 

 

 

 

Cilmi-Boodhari Caashiqiisii: This an autobiography book about the 

"Cilmi Ismaaciil Liibaan (better known as Boodhari) the most famous true love story 

that took place in in the 1930s in Berbera, He was in his thirties when he fell head over 

heels in love with Hodon, a teenage girl whose 

parents were opposed to a relationship between 

the two due to the difference in age and social 

class; he worked in a bakery and she belonged 

to one of the richest families in the area. Hugely 

burdened and dismayed by the unrequited love, 

Boodhari composed numerous poems and songs 

about this forbidden love. Hodon eventually got 

married  to another man and  he finally commit-

ted a suicide. All the songs and poems that he 

conducted are collected in this book.  

ISBN 978-91-982116-0-3 

Author: Maxamad Xirsi Guuleed ( Abdibashir) 

Price: Sek 179:- 

Published in 2014, 1st Edition 
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Fiction Novels  
 

 

 

Shan Habeen ( Five Nights) 

This newly printed Fiction Novel is full of love, despair, 

humor, conflict, anxiety and joy. It is an excellent story 

to be read over and over. It is an excellent story to be en-

joyed by the masses over and over. 

ISBN: 978 -91-85945-43-6 

Author: Bile Hashi 

Price: Sek 179:- 

Published in 2014 by Scansom Publishers 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ka Durduuro Nabsiga ( Retribution) 

This is an interesting Fiction Novel filled with joy and grief 

and ups and downs. It is love story that tragically ends due to 

overwhelming differences of culture and traditions. Ka Dur-

duuro Nabsiga is a fascinating story that can be enjoyed by 

wide audience for decades to come. 

Author: Abdullahi Noor Hassan 

ISNB: 978-91-85945-44-3 

Price: Sek 179:- 

Published in 2014 by Scansom Publishers 
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Qiraal (Confession) 

This is  novel based on a true thrilling story which    deserves 

to be read over and over again. Qiraal is indeed a  fascinating 

Story. 

ISBN: 978 -91-85945-47-4 

Author: Ali Atore 

Price: Sek 225:- 

Published in 2014 by Scansom Publishers 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Guryasamo  

Degaan Wanaag was once a beautiful village in the central  

Regions of Somalia during the 17th Century. It was located far on 

the outskirts, and the land was lush and fruitful. Not only that, it 

was isolated from all the major travel routes, and so it  

remained a fairly closed society. Surrounded by vast ranges of 

mountains, waterfalls and rich forests, it was also the home to 

many exotic wildlife, including lions, hyenas, elephants, and much 

more. The book contains a thrilling nomadic traditional love story 

which is full of poetry, proverbs, idioms. It is  

published in 2011 by Scansom Publishers  

Author: Hawa Hussein  

ISBN 978-91-85945252  

Price: SEK 169:-  
 

 

 

CALAF (Destiny) 

This newly printed Fiction Novel is about the triumph of love and 

human motivation. It is an emotional journey that will be           

experienced by the reader from the beginning to the very end.  

ISBN: 978 -91-85945-42-9 

Author: Bile Hashi 

Price: Sek 169:- 

Published in 2014 by Scansom Publishers 
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                          FICTION  NOVELS 
 

Hiil Jacayl: A Fiction Novel,  

Published by Scansom Publishers in October 2012  

ISBN: 978-91-85945-37-5  

Author: Abdulmalik M. Farah  

Price: Sek 169:-  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Jacayl Daacad Duug Ma Leeyahay?: 

A Fiction Novel, Published by Scansom in October 2012. 

ISBN:978-91-85945-40-5 

Author: Maxamuud Ibraahim Xasan 

Price: 175:- 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Markabkii Quusay (The Sunken Ship) 

A Fiction Novel, Printed by Scansom in October 2012 

Author: Qasim Hersi Farah 

Price: Sek 175:- 

ISBN 978-91-85945-39-9 
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Qab Iyo Quursi 

Qab Iyo Quursi is a thrilling novel written in a biographical fashion, 

high-lighting the situations of a society when it disintegrates. It es-

pouses feel-ings of empathy, and understanding in regards to the vic-

tims of a society when such infrastructural calamities occur. Also in 

contrast, the book gives a great account of the burdens that a child 

may have to bear when his own family disintegrates. 

Published by Scansom Publishers 2010. Author: Abdi Farah 

Price: SEK 190:- ISBN: 978-91-85945191 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Guur la Qariyey Goormaa la Ogaan (When a secret marriage be-

comes known) It is a fiction story about polygamy of a man who was 

married by two dif-ferent wives. One was officially known and the other 

was a secret wife. Both women gave a birth at the same in the same hos-

pital in Mogadishu without knowing each other. Many years passed and 

both Children join the same high school without knowing each other. 

One day the truth has to come out! It was published in Feb. 2005. Au-

thor: Khalid Cali-Guul. ISBN 900-204-2005 Price: 175:-  

 

 

 

 

Amran!  

This is a love story filled with trials and tribulations. Young Amran is 

left heart broken when her husband decided to divorce. Through her 

struggles, she managed to move on gracefully and found a new love, 

only to realize her ex-husband is now back in her life. She is torn be-

tween emotions for her new love and that which remains of her 

past.It is published in 2009.Author: Hani Hirsi  

ISBN: 978-91-85945-09-2  

Price: SEK 175:-  
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Janno (Paradise)  

This a thrilling novel based on a love story and 

the consequences of the Somali civil war. Two 

sons both join different tribal armies, and a moth-

er is torn in between two sons fighting on oppo-

site sides against each other for love of the same 

women, and for war. Revised and republished by 

Scansom Publisher in 2008. Author: Bile M. 

Hashi. ISBN 978-91-85945- 01-6  

Price SEK 175:-  

Intuu Dahabku Lacagta Dheeryahay Dumarka Dheertahaye 

(Although Gold is Valuable, Women are Priceless) 

This is a fictional story of a young orphan girl, Farida, who gets 

sent to back to home to Somalia to live with her aunt after her par-

ent both pass away. Her aunt has plans to marry of this young 

woman to a rich man, but Farida has aspirations of one day becom-

ing a doctor, yet, she does not want to upset her aunt who has taken 

care of her soo much at a time when she was all alone. 

Revised and republished by Scansom Publisher in 2008. Author: 

Bile M. 

Hashi. ISBN 978-91-85945-00-9 

Price : SEK 175:- 

Hammi Adduun iyo Hasaawe Jacayl  

(Ambition and Love)  

This is a fiction novel about the struggles to find your true 

love. Author: Bile M. Hashi. Price: SEK 175:-  

ISBN: 9-789185-945160  

Published in 2010  
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Maxbuus Nr.77 (Prisnoer No.77) 

This is a fantastic fiction novel about a newly married young cou-

ple. The husband who was a medical doctor was sent to the front-

line and became a prisoner of war in the hands of the enemy. His 

wife started a long struggle to find and free him. It is an amazing 

story of courage, love, and despair. 

Author Bile M. Hashi. Revised and republished by Scansom Pub-

lisher in 

2008. ISBN 978-91-85945-02-3 

Price SEK 175:- 

 

 

Calafla  

This is a fiction novel, a tale of strife and struggle through in-

numerable odds. The story is set up in Somalia at the time of 

the civil war, and how a young couple have this then fought a 

war of their own to reclaim their true love. It is an inspiring sto-

ry of humanity in its essence.  

Author: Saleban M. Said (Dhoodi)  

ISBN: 978-91-85945-13-9  

Price: SEK 175:-  

Ayaan Daran 2nd Edition (The unlucky girl) 

This was a true story happened in Somalia. It was a young 

Somali girl who got pregnant and got a child without a       

legitimate father in early 1970's. She became disowned, and      

attempted a suicide several times. Finally she made a          

miraculous effort to save herself and her child. She          

completed her school and got a job and she secured her struggle. This 

was one of most popular true stories happened in Somalia. Author: 

Cabdullahi Sh. Xuseen- Hantiwa-daag). The book contains 186 pages 

and re-printed in 2003. The book was originally published in 1981. 

Price SEK 169:- 
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Hammi Adduun iyo Hasaawe Jacayl  

(Ambition and Love)  

This is a fiction novel about the struggles to find your 

true love. Author: Bile M. Hashi. Price: SEK 175:-  

ISBN: 9-789185-945160  

Published in 2010  

Xusuusqorkii Leylo (The diary book of Leylo)  

This is a fictional story of a young girl named Leylo. She moved to Eu-

rope from Somalia with the dreams of starting a new life. However,  

Leyla gets confronted with a severe culture shock, and has trouble cop-

ing in this new environment. It is a story common to all, one of cultural 

integration and assimilation. Author: Bile M. Hashi. Revised and        

republished by Scansom Publisher in 2008. ISBN 978-91-85945-03-0  

Price Price SEK 175:-  

Sidey Noqonba Mooyee (How Will it be)  

This novel is about the wrongful accusal of two young Somali 

men for the murder of a Judge. Their lawyer is certain of their 

innocence and tries to convince not only the court, but the 

world of the plight of these you men. The childhood sweetheart 

of one these men tries her best to help set free her love, but it 

seems that all the evidence is against them.  

Author: Bile M. Hashi. Revised and republished by Scansom 

Publisher in 2008. ISBN 978-91-85945-04-7  

Price SEK 175:-  
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    GENDER AND HEALTH 

 
Haweenku waa Hoyi iyo Hooyo (The role of Somali women in 

the Development of the Community). The book highlights the 

role and the different contributions made by the Somali women for 

the development of the community. The book gives detailed events 

whereby the Somali women made he-roic contributions. The book 

is published in Feb. 2005. Author: Khalid Cali- Guul. It      contains 

120 pages and has 4-color cover.  

ISBN 900-203-002005  

Price: SEK 175:-  

 

 

 

 

 

Dumar Talo ma laga deyey (The Solution of the Crises is in the 

Hands of the  Somali women). The book highlights the best solution to 

stop of the civil war is to give the women more power and the ultimate 

solution to peace and stability is in the hands of Somali women. It was 

published in 2002.  

Price: SEK 159:-  

 

 

 

 

 

Xulashada Magacyada Caruurta (Baby Names) This book is in-

tended for all those individuals who are expecting a baby and are 

considering what to name the child. This book is a comprehensive 

book of names, and it has a unique classification system. Author: 

Jamila Hashi, This book has 102 pages and was published 2006 in 

Canada.  

Price: SEK 149:-  
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Xilka Iyo Qiimaha Bar-Baarinta Ubadka By Axmad 

Cabdulahi ( The values and the responsibility of raising a 

child)  

Author: Axmed Cabdullahi Published in 2008  

Price SEK 179:-  

 

 

Badbaadinta Qoyska Iyo Barbaarinta Nafta ( Fami-

ly and social issues) Price SEK 179:- Published in 

2011  

Author Axmed Cabdullahi  

Price SEK 179:- 

                                                                     

Qaayaha Qisada iyo Kobcinta Kartida 

Subject: Wisdom  and mixed stories 

and folktales from a wide spectrum of 

life. ISBN 978-91-8545-52- 

Author: Ahmed Abudllahi 

Published in 2015, 1st Edition 

 eventually got married  to another man 

and  he finally committed a suicide. All 

the songs and poems that he conducted 

are collected in this book.  

Author: Ahmed Abdullahi, Publihsed in 2015 

Price: Sek 179:- 
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Barashada Asaasiga ee Cudurka HIV/AIDS  

(Awareness and Prevention of HIV/AIDS) by Dr. Abdinasir M. Abu-

kar. HIV/AIDS has become an epidemic in the past 25 years, especial-

ly in sub-Saharan Africa. It has been estimated that more than 40 mil-

lion people are living with HIV infection, while another 20 million 

people died from this infection. Therefore, in combating HIV infec-

tion, the crucial responsibility is to educate people on how to avoid ei-

ther contracting the infection or transmitting it to others. This book is 

the first of its kind in the Somali language presenting the subject mat-

ter in easy to understand documents based on the most current scientific knowledge about 

HIV and AIDS. The author is one of the leading researches in the Somali AIDS project. 

He is currently working for the UN AIDS project in Nairobi. It is published by Scansom 

Publishers, November 2007. It has 4-color inside pages, beautifully illustrated. It has over 

60 different 4-color illustrations.  

ISBN 91-976346-6-2/ ISBN 978-91-976346-63  

PRICE: SEK 199 :- 

 

 

 

 

Qaadka iyo dhibaatooyinkiisa It is a light drug consumed mainly 

and widely in East & Horn of Africa, Yeman and other countries. 

The book highlights its socio-economic effects in those countries. It 

consists of 278 pages and has 4-color cover. Author: Abdinasir 

Jaamac Warsame.  

Price: SEK 175:-  

 

Cookery:  

Somali National Dishes 

Published by Scansom Publishers in 2011 

ISBN 978-91-85945-24-5 

Author: Diirios 

Price: Sek 199:-sda 
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NEW DICTIONARY  in 2015 
 

QAAMUUSKA ILAYS-                        

ILAYS DICTIONARY 

SOMALI- ARABIC & ARABICSOMALI 

This newly published ( 2015) bilingual           

Dictionary  which is recently produced (by 

Scansom Publishers contains more than 50 

thousand words of Somali & Arabic. It is by 

far the most advanced ever published  Somali-

Arabic  & Arabic-Somali Dictionary. The book  which is a Hard cover contains over 

880 pages. 

ISBN : 978-91-85945-45-0 ( hard Cover) 

Author: Cabduraxmaan Cabdullahi Barre ( Shine) 

Price: Sek 499:-, Published by Scansom in 2015, 1st Edition 
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Advanced English-Somali Dictionary is one of the most 

powerful reference tools. Somali students, working pro-

fessionals and just about anyone that needs a practical, 

easy-to-use dictionary will find the 150,000 plus entries 

and 1,205 pages define more than million words span-

ning ―a‖ to ―zygodactylous.‖ The Book is published in 

2008.      Author: Ahmed Hussein Mire                                                          

ISBN 978-91-85945-98-6                                                                                                         

Price SEK 550 -:- 

 

 

QAAMUUSKA CAAFIMAADKA (Somali- English Medical Diction-

ary). The book has more than 2000 entries and it includes a wide 

range of Somali lan-guage medical terminology arranged in al-

phabetical orders. It was published by Scansom Publishers in Oc-

tober 2005. Author Mohammed Ali Alto.  

ISBN 91-974409-3-0 Price: SEK 175:-  

 

Qaamuuska Gancsiga (Business  Dictionary). It is one of the very few 

publications ever written  about business and commerce. The 

book is a bilingual English-Somali Dictionary which highlights 

many important issues such as management, competition, busi-

ness life cycle, etc. Author:  Abdulfatah  

Abduallahi published by Scansom Publishers in April 2010. Soft 

cover contains 271 pages.  

 Price: SEK 235 -:-  

DICTIONARIES 
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Essential English-Somali Dictionary (Asaasi) 2nd Edi-

tion. This is an expanded and revised edition of Asaasi the 

first edition. The book contains fifty thousand words and 

phrases. They are the most frequently used words and 

phrases encountered by intermediate and advanced learners 

of English. The book has thousands of pictures and         

illustrations. It was published in October 2004. It has a 

hardcover and contains over 640 pages.  
ISBN 983-41746-0-8 Price: SEK 285:-  

 

 

FIQI Somali -English Dictionary The book contains over 

twenty thou-sand words and phrases. They are the most fre-

quently used words and phrases encountered by intermediate 

and advanced learners of English. It contains over 500 pages. 

Author: Abdirahman Hashi published in 1998 (Recently Re-

printed). ISBN 9697685-1-5 Price is  SEK 249  

Qaamuuska Sarbeebta (A dictionary of idioms) Somali –English. 

This book contains over 900 most commonly used English idioms, 

translated into the similar or corresponding Somali meanings and 

relevant Somali idioms. The book is mainly intended Somali speak-

ing population who use English as their second language at all levels 

of education. It is published by Scansom Publishers in June 2006. 

Author Yusuf Kahin. ISBN 91-974409-7-3 

Price: SEK 199:- 
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Qaamuuska Af-Soomaaliga (Somali-Somali Dictionary) 

It is the one most extensive Somali-Somali dictionary ever published. It 

contains more than fifty three thousand Somali words, 425 Pictures and 

illustrations. 

Author: Khalid Cali Guul. The book is a hard cover and was published in 

2008. ISBN 978-9966-05-081-7 Price: SEK 359:- 

Dictionary of Somali Names: The book contains approximately 

5000 names of different subjects, for example, 900 hundred names 

of Somali trees, 870 names of Somali men (mainly the indigenous 

names before the Islamic names largely replaced the Somali tradi-

tional names), 500 names of Somali women, names of the birds, 

wild animals, climate, rain, fruits, diseases, nature and ecology 

names, household items, clothing, she-camel names, and many oth-

er names. The book explains as well the meanings of many differ-

ent names. It was published in March 2001 by Scansom. The book 

consists of 170 pages (4-color laminated cover). Author: Moham-

med Sh. Hassan. ISBN 91-973671-9-2 Price: SEK 179:- 
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Saxiix Al-Bukhaari Kooban 
 

The book is about the Islamic Constitution and it highlights  

many  issues about Islam such the revelations of Islam during 

the time of the prophet Muhammad ( Peace be upon him). It  

gives a full information about :The chapters of knowledge,  

the chapters of faith, The chapters of praying, The chapters of 

business, about charity, and other important issues. Author: Al

-Imaam Zayn Ad-diin Axmd C. Az-Zubeydi.   

Translated into Somali by: Cabdulcasiis Xasan Yacquub. 

Published by Saad Suubban in 2008. Hardcover and con-

sists of 594 pages.  

Price 302 -:- SEK 

Sharaxa Cumdatulaxkaam  
 

The book is about the Islamic Law and it clarifies many issues 

about the principles of Islam such as fasting, going to Hajj, Charity, 

and many other important issues.  Author: Cabdulqani Al-Maqdasi. 

Translated into Somali by: Cabdulcasiis Xasan Yacquub. Published 

by Saad Suubban in 2010. Hardcover and consists of 394 pages. 

Price 282 –:- SEK 

Hadiyadda Arooska 
 

( Marriage Gift). This book is about ups and downs of the mar-

riage. It raises many important issues such as dealing with child 

birth, the sex life and the family life.  Author: Maxmuud Mahdi      

Al-istanbuli  Translated into Somali by Cabdulcasiis Xasan 

Yacquub. Published by Saad Suubban in 2009 ( 2nd Publication. 

Softcover and consists of 203 pages.  

Price 229 -:- SEK available only 25 copies.  

RELIGIOUS BOOKS 
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ARRAXIIQ AL-MAKHTUM (MIIDDA AABURAN): This 

book is about the history of the prophet, his deeds, actions and say-

ings. It was awarded the first prize in an international competition 

of books regarding the biography of the prophet. It is a biograph-

ical account of the life of the prophet before his prophet hood until 

his death. It is a bilingual in book in Somali-Arabic. It is a hard 

cover book with over 550 pages.  

Price: SEK 299:-  

Siiradaa Nabiga (The Life of the Prophet): This is a book about the 

life of Prophet Muhammed, peace be upon him. It is a biographical ac-

count of his life. It discusses the early life of the prophet and his role 

in his Arabian so-ciety, to the advent of his prophethood and the 

spread of Islam through his righteous efforts, to his death. Author: 

Maxamed Ciise Barre. This book contains 453 pages and was pub-

lished in 2005. 

Price: SEK 299:- 

Taariikhda Khulafa-Raashidiin 

(The History of the Rightly Guided Caliphs) 

This book is a detailed account of the four rightly guided 

caliphs of the Is-lamic Empire following the death of 

Prophet Muhammed, peace be upon him. They were all 

among the closest and earliest companions of the prophet 

(pbuh). It was during there time in which the Islamic em-

pire flour-ished and reached the world from corner to cor-

ner. Author: Maxamed Ciise Barre. The book has 486 pages 

and was published in 2006. 

Price: Price: SEK 299:- 
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    Audio Books 
Sheekooyinkii Boqoraddii Arraweelo: 

The Queen is the most popular woman in Somali oral liter-

ature. Her stories are passed from generation to generation 

and still remain unchallenged. This audio book (CD) was 

produced by Scansom in 2013. 

Author: Mohammed Sh Hassan 

ISSN:061297404582 

Price: SEK 189 

 

 
Diiwaanka Gabayada - Gurmad Caddadka 5aad 
(A collection of Somali poems- Volume 5). The CD 

contains poems of many different best-known Soma-

li poets at different times (from as far as 18th centau-

ry until today 2013). Many of the leading Somali po-

ets for the last two centuries are included in this col-

lection. This audio book is based on the publications 

of Gurmad Collections (Vol.1-Vol.5) previously pub-

lished by Scansom Publishers from 1997-2005. 

Author: Mohammed Sh. Hassan. 

ISSN: 5 060114 363984 

Price: SEK 189:- 

Published By Scansom in 2013 

 

 

 

 

 

Sheekooyinkii Dadqalatafdii Dhegdheer ( Lady 

Dhegdheer- The Cannibal) 

Published in  2013 

Author: Mohammed Sh. Hassan. 

ISSN: 5 060114 363984 

Price: SEK 189:- 
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 Sheeko Xariirooyinka Xayawaanka  

Bi-lingual 

This is a collection of animal fables. The  

stories all have some  

element of traditional wisdom in them.  

Author: Mohammed Sh. Hassan 

ISSN: 5-060114-364004 

Price: SEK 189:- 

Published By Scansom in 2013 

Audio Book (CD) 

 

 

 

 

Sheekoxariirooyin ( Higgaad) 

These are Popular Somali Folktales passed from          

generation to generation. 

ISSN: 5 060114 364028 

Author: MOHAMMED SH. HASSAN 

Price: SEK 189:- 

Published By Scansom in 2013 

Audio Book (CD)  

 

 

 

Cawaale iyo Ceebla oo Toronto u soo Qaxay (Bilingual) 

(Awale and Eebla come to Toronto) 

This is a humorous children's book of a nomadic couple   

moving from Somalia to Toronto. This story conveys the 

many culture shocks faced by this couple and their creative 

adaptations to their new life in Canada. Apart from getting 

used to the cold winters, Awale and Eebla soon  

realize that the world is very unique and beautiful.  

Author: Mohammed Sh. Hassan 

ISSN: 5 060114 363991 

Price: SEK 189 :- 

Published by Scansom In 2013 

Audio Book (CD) 
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Waayo– Aragnimadii Cigaal Shidaad            

iyo Ceebla. 

This is the most popular folktales in the Soma-

li oral literature. Egal was a coward but ex-

tremely wise and talented to save his life from 

the hostile Somali nomadicenvironment life. 

His stories were passed from generation 

to generation and still remain popular and un-

challenged in the oral Somali literature. Pro-

duced by Scansom Publishers in 2013 as a   

audio book(CD). Price: SEK 189..- 

ISSN:061297404605 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Wiil Iyo Libaax Saaxibay ( A boy and 

A Lion- Audio Book CD) 

Geeddi is a 15 year old nomadic boy 

who is an expert in taking care of his 

families camel herd ( he is a profession-

al camel boy). One day he slept under a 

tree and was extremely tired. Before he 

fell asleep his mother told him that to-

morrow the whole neighbourhood will 

move to another location with better 

grazing and water for the animals. The 

boy starts a long journey with full chal-

lenges and hardships which took him 

months before he finally reunified with 

his family. It is published in 2013 and 

the contains full colour illustrations as well. 

Author: Mohammed Sh. Hassan 

ISBN: 5060114363960 

Price: Sek 189:- 

Published in 2013 
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Qarad iyo Qori-Ismaris  

(Qarad and the Shapeshifter) (Bi-lingual) 

This is a classic Somali folktale about a young  

lovely nomadic girl and her experiences with a decep-

tive shapeshifter. It is story filled with lessons  

and joyful imaginative prose. A true Somali folklore, as 

this story has been passed on from generation to genera-

tion in the Somali oral traditions.  

It is published in 2013 and the books is a hardcover. The 

book contains full colour illustrations  

as well. 

Author: Mohammed Sh. Hassan 

ISSN: 5 060114 364011 

Price: SEK 189 :- 

Published By Scansom in 2013, 

                                                     Audio Book (CD) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sheeko Carruureed 

This is a collection of children’s stories which are elo-

quently  

written and are a great read for both  

child and adult.  

Author: Nuur Xasan Faarax11 

ISSN: 978-91-85945-11-5 

Price: SEK 189:- 

Published By Scansom in 2013 

Audio Book (CD) 
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Qisadii Nebi Yuusuf ( The Stories pf Prophet Yusuf) 

Produced by Scansom Publishers in 2003 

as a an Audio  book. Price: SEK  165:- 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Coldiid 

Audio book ( CD) 

Price: 165:- 
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DVD BOOKS in 2014 
 

This is a humorous children's book of a nomadic 

couple moving from     Somalia to Toronto. This 

story conveys the many culture shocks faced by this 

couple and their creative adaptations to their new 

life in Canada. Apart from getting used to the cold 

winters, Awale and Eebla soon realize that the 

world is very unique and beautiful. It also produced 

in a form of Audio book ( Cd) as well as in a form 

of Print ( Book)  which contains full colour illustra-

tions as well. Author: Mohammed Sh. Hassan 

ISSN: 061297404629 

Price: SEK 215 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sheekooyinkii Boqraddii Arraweelo: 

The Queen is the most popular woman in Somali 

oral literature. Her stories are passed from       

generation to generation and still                        

remain unchallenged. This video book (DVD) 

was produced by Scansom in 2014. 

Author: Mohammed Sh Hassan 

ISSN:061297404582 

Price: SEK 215 
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Qaamuuska Magacyda– A Dictionary of 

Somali Names is DVD book produced by 

Scansom in 2014. It is also avaibale in a 

form of print. 

Author: Mohammed Sh. Hassan 

Produced as an Video book in 2014 

Price: Sek 215 

Qarad iyo Qori-Ismaris  

(Qarad and the Shapeshifter) 

This is a classic Somali folktale about a 

young lovely nomadic girl and her        

experiences with a deceptive shapeshift-

er. It is story filled with  lessons and        

joyful imaginative prose. A true  Somali 

folklore, as this story has been passed on 

from generation to generation in the So-

mali oral traditions. It is produced in 

2014  as a DVD book. It is also          

Produced in a form of Audio book ( Cd) 

and in a form of print ( Book which   

contains full colour illustrations  

as well. 

Author: Mohammed Sh. Hassan 

ISSN: 061297404612 

Price: SEK 215 :- 
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Sheekoxariirooyin ( Higgaad) are 

Popular Somali Folktales passed from gen-eration to 

generation.Produced in 2014 by Scansom Publish-

ers.This product is also available as a audio book and 

as a book in a form of print. 

ISSN: 061297404599 

Author: MOHAMMED SH. HASSAN 

Price: SEK 215:- 

Produced By Scansom in 2014 

Video Book (DVD)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This is a collection of animal fables. The video 

book has many stories that all have some ele-

ment of traditional wisdom in them. The video 

is professionally done sealed with wrap shrink. 

Author: Mohammed Sh. Hassan 

ISSN: 061297404650 

Price: Sek 215 
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Sheekooyinkii Dadqalatadii Dhegdheer 

( Lady Dhegdheer, the Cannibal) 

Author: Mohammed Sh. Hassan 

Produced as a Video book in 2014 

Price:  Sek 215 

ISSN:061297404643 

Produced in 2014 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Waaayo aragnimadii Cigaal Shidaad iyo  

CeeblaThis is the most popular folktales in 

the     Somali oral literature. Egal was a cow-

ard but extremely wise and talented to save 

his life from the hostile Somali nomadicenvi-

ronment life. His stories were passed from 

generation to generation and still remain pop-

ular and unchallenged in the oral Somali lit-

erature. Produced by Scansom Publishers in 

2014 as a video book. Price: SEK 215..- 

ISSN:061297404605 
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Wiil iyo Libaax Saaxiibay                         

 ( A boy and a lion). 

Geeddi is a 15 year old nomadic boy who is 

an expert in taking care of his families camel 

herd ( he is a professional camel boy). One 

day he slept under a tree and was extremely 

tired. Before he fell asleep his mother told 

him that tomorrow the whole neighbourhood 

will move to another location with better 

grazing and water for the animals. Geddi 

was still sleeping un-der the tree and was un-

fortunately forgotten and left behind. He was 

awakened by heavy rains. He tried to follow 

the footsteps of the caravan but could not see because of the heavy rain. The boy starts a 

long journey with full challenges and hardships which took him months before he finally 

reunified with his family. It is published in 2014 as a video book(DVD) 

Author: Mohammed Sh. Hassan 

ISSN: 061297404667 

Price:SEK 215:- 

 

 

 

 

Sheeko Carruureed 

This is a collection of children’s stories which are eloquently  

written and are a great read for both  

child and adult.  

Author: Nuur Xasan Faarax11 

ISSN: 978-91-85945-11-5 

Price: SEK 215:- 

 

It is published in 2014 as a video book(DVD) 
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Dhaanto - Vol.1 is a DVD of folklore dance pro-

duced by Scansom in 2014. 

ISSN: 061297404681 

 

Price: SEK 215 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dhaanto - Vol.2 is a DVD of folklore dance 

produced by Scansom in 2014. 

ISSN: 061297404681 

 

Price: SEK 215 
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DVDs in Music, Movies and Documentaries 

 

 

 

Arraweelo 

Genre: Suspence Language: Somali with English Subtitles. 

What happens when you think your new wife is a serial killer? Or maybe it’s just what 

your best friend thinks? Newly weds Jama, (Gahayr Berbera) and Samira, (Fathiya 

Saleban) are having the best time of their lives when Jama’s best friend Yonis, (Happy) suspects the new 

wife and describes her as a brutal killer who only goes after Men. The suspicion grows deeper when Yo-

nis presents evidence. Now Jama must find out the truth before something bad happens. 

Price Sek 215:- 

 

 

Your Guide to Somali Culture 

Genre: Documentary Language: Somali and English 

This film is your window to Somali culture. It offers illuminating insights into the Somali 

Diaspora society from the perspectives of some noted Somali scholars. It explores the 

customs, attitudes, values, and traditions of the Somali people, with an emphasis on the 

experiences of the people in the Diaspora. Contents of the film include: how to avoid cul-

ture shock, hospitality and cuisine, and showcases of many of the Somali arts and crafts.   

Price: Sek 215:- 

 

 

Somali Music in CDS ( 35-40 Different titles produced mainly in Canada from     

1997-2012) 
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ORDER FORM 
 
 
Name……………………………………………………………………………………… 
Delivery Address....................………………………………………………………………. 
Postal code.............................……………………………………………………………….. 
Daytime phone.......................………………………………………………………………. 
E-mail address.........................………………………………………………………………. 
Number of  books.....................……………………………………………………………... 
Ref. Nr (or name)....................……………………………………………………………… 
 

Postage and freight expenses are excluded in the above-mentioned prices. 10% discount 
when purchasing a minimum of  20 books.  

 
 
 
DISTRIBUTION IN EUROPE PLEASE CONTACT: 
SCANSOM PUBLISHERS 
BOX 6118, 175 06 JARFALLA, 
STOCKHOLM, SWEDEN 
Tel: 46-70-7476978 
www.scansom.com  
E-mail: Scansom@hotmail.com  

        Scansom@scansom.com  
 
IN NORTH AMERICA 
918-270 Rexdale BLVD 
Toronto, Ontario 
M9W 1R2  CANADA 
Tel. (416-) 679-0555 Office, 647-739-9600 Cell. 
 
 
www.scansom.com  
E-Mail: Scansom@hotmail.com 

   Scansom@scansom.com 
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